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How a real estate company realize his target to be an Urban Operation Enterprise, 
and how she can realize his mission of creating urban living space. Using the theory 
and method of strategic management ,the paper have a empirical analysis on the 
enterprise’s strategic management. 
“Creating urban living space” is the mission of the group, “Be an Urban 
Operation Enterprise”is the target of the enterprise. At first ,the paper introduced the 
practical situation of enterprises and analyze in detail the meaning and concept of 
target and mission. 
Second, The paper analyze the threats and opportunities of real estate. By 
Political-Economic-Social-Technological Analysis and the trend analysis of real estate, 
the paper concludes 7 main factors (3 opportunities and 4 threats)of external, 
Opportunities means to support the target and mission, threats means to prevent. 
Using the External Factor Evaluation Matrix, the paper dynamic analyzed the 7 main 
factors reaction and adaptation to enterprise’s target and mission. 
Third, The paper analyze the weakness and strengths of the enterprise , By 
Analysis of development stage, enterprise organization, operation progress, enterprise  
system and culture, the paper concluded 7 main factors (4 strengths and 3 
weakness)of Internal. Strengths means to support the target and mission, weakness 
means to prevent. Using the Internal Factor Evaluation Matrix, the paper dynamic 
analyzed the 7 main factors reaction and adaptation to enterprise’s target and mission. 
Fourth. Based on 7 main factors of External and 7 main factors of Internal, the 
paper got concrete strategies through SWOT( threats- opportunities-weakness-strengths 
matrix) analysis. Next the paper use Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix to select 
and judge the importance of the concrete S-O strategies and S-T strategies. The concrete 
strategies to prevent threats and weakness also be selected and judged of course. The 
concrete strategies including accelerating the development, diversification, storing 
talent, group management, finding cooperation partner, finding more financing 
channel,and so on. Furthermore, the paper described how to plan for strategy 















Fist stage is completing the current project, storing talents and group management, 
second stage is creating leading region, fine management, integrating value chain, third 
stage is regional expansion, diversification, forming core competitive and forging gold 
brand. The concrete safeguard measure were enumerated to protect implementation of 
strategies. 
Finally after analyzed the importance of strategic risk management, The paper 
point out three kinds of strategic risk. The three kinds of strategic include risk from 
government and policy, risk from decision and risk from operation. Base on the 
analysis, the paper suggests concrete measure including internal control, management 
system and internal audit , concrete strategies how to establish a risk management 
system. 
The paper systemic studied on the enterprise’s strategy formulation and strategy 
implementation, has a practical meaning. 
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韶关等地。集团总注册资本 20 亿元人民币，总资产 110 亿元人民币。集团地产
业务涵盖商业地产、住宅及工业地产，集团竣工楼盘超过 100 万平方米，权益土
















                                                   




























































































2.1 PEST 总体环境分析 
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